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people, especially agricultural laborers and
their families, indoors or on the farm. Many
visitors will be reminded of Vincent van
Gogh’s earlier work, and indeed there is reason to think the two artists were aware of each
other, given the small size of the Dutch art
scene then and the fact that Van Gogh was only
two years older.
The museum has subtitled its exhibition
Dedicated, Individualistic, Modern to underscore the “all-in” aspect of Robertson’s practice. It probably would have been easier for her,
as a woman, to make pretty art, but instead
she tackled tough subjects in a range of media
including oils, pastels, and watercolors. Robertson was friendly with, and collected by, the
museum’s wealthy founders, Hendrik Willem
Mesdag and his wife, Sientje Mesdag-van
Houten, who surely would have been pleased
that the institution bearing their name has also
produced a groundbreaking catalogue filled
with new research on this overlooked artist.

A WOMAN ARTIST
GETS HER DUE

SUZE ROBERTSON: DEDICATED,
INDIVIDUALISTIC, MODERN
Museum Panorama Mesdag
The Hague, Netherlands
panorama-mesdag.nl/en
September 23, 2022–March 5, 2023

Around the world, scholars are busy recovering or revisiting the often forgotten stories of
women artists. A fine example of such an exhibition is one this season at the Museum Panorama Mesdag in The Hague, devoted to the
Dutch artist Suze Robertson (1855–1922) and
timed to mark the centenary of her death. On
view soon will be more than 80 paintings and
drawings, many borrowed from private collections, constituting the first investigation of her
art in over 40 years and certainly the largest
such show ever mounted.
Robertson was born and died in The
Hague, and her most significant period of study
occurred in the city’s Royal Academy of Art.
She made her name depicting working-class

SUZE ROBERTSON (1855–1922), Pietje (Girl Reading),
c. 1898, oil on panel, 16 1/2 x 12 1/2 in. private collection

CELEBRATING BEAUTY

VINCENT XEUS (b. 1981), O’Land (Kennedy Collection),
2022, oil on wood, 36 x 30 in.

C4C ARTS WEEKEND
Collectors for Connoisseurship
Amagansett, Long Island
windowstothedivine.org/event/c4carts-weekend-in-the-hamptons
October 6–10

members who live on an estate in the historic
Devon Colony.
C4C Founding Connoisseur members
from around the country will first gather on
October 6 for a welcome reception and dinner, then meet again the following evening to
inaugurate an exhibition titled Beauty, which
will also be available for public viewing by
online reservation the next day. The artists
participating in this show are Lu Cong, Scott
Fraser, Ron Hicks, Quang Ho, Dan McCaw,
Danny McCaw, John McCaw, C.W. Mundy,
Daniel Sprick, Adrienne Stein, and Vincent
Xeus. (Many of them will be in attendance.)
Saturday’s public education programs will

This October, Collectors for Connoisseurship
(C4C) will present its 2022 Arts Weekend on
the East End of Long Island, offering an array
of educational programs, tours of private
collections and museums, and garden parties — all focused on the rich artistic history
of this region best known as the Hamptons.
Many of the events will be hosted by Lucy and
Steve Cookson, C4C Founding Connoisseur
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TRAGEDY LEADS
TO KINDNESS
LAUREN A. MILLS’S BRONZE
MAQUETTE OF CATHERINE VIOLET
HUBBARD
Sold to benefit the Catherine Violet
Hubbard Animal Sanctuary
Newtown, Connecticut
cvhfoundation.org

Catherine Violet Hubbard (2006–2012) of
Newtown, Connecticut, loved all animals; at
age 5, she created business cards for “Catherine’s Animal Shelter,” assigning herself the
title “Care Taker.” A year later — on December
14, 2012 — she died with 19 of her first-grade
classmates and six adults at Sandy Hook Elementary School.
Since that tragic day, her family and many
admirers have established the Catherine Violet Hubbard Animal Sanctuary, aided initially
by the state of Connecticut’s 2014 conveyance of 34 acres of meadows, woodlands,
and trails to this registered 501(c)3 charity. Today the site welcomes homeless animals, rehabilitates injured wildlife, educates
the public about animal welfare and habitat

conservation, and hosts an annual Butterfly
Party where people can adopt animals.
Now the Catherine Violet Hubbard
Foundation is raising funds to erect a six-foothigh bronze sculpture of Catherine that will
welcome visitors (both human and animal) to
the sanctuary. The gifted Massachusetts artist Lauren A. Mills donated her skill and time

A TRADITION ENDURES

to design the work, which has now reached
the armature stage. Before it can be cast, however, significant fundraising must occur, and
so Mills has also created 10 bronze maquettes
(20 inches high). Signed and numbered, these
are now available for purchase at $8,800 each,
a sum that includes a tax-deductible donation
to the foundation.
Catherine’s mother, Jenny Hubbard, says
that Mills’s maquette “takes my breath away in
how it captures Catherine’s gentle spirit,” deftly
conveyed through the girl’s expression and
pose as she whispers to a butterfly. The full-size
sculpture, Hubbard continues, “will help create
a place of peace and inspiration where all creatures will know they are safe and people are
kind, just as Catherine would want it.”
Everyone is invited to donate to the
foundation via its website, whether or not
they purchase a maquette. Fine Art Connoisseur eagerly looks forward to announcing the
full-size sculpture’s unveiling in Newtown
once the fundraising is completed.

LAUREN A. MILLS (b. 1957), Catherine Violet Hubbard,
2022, bronze [edition of 10], 20 in. high, $8,800 via
cvhfoundation.org

ALAN SHUPTRINE (b. 1963),
The Journey, 2006, 12-karat

ALAN SHUPTRINE: A GILDED AGE

white gold leaf water-gilded

Florence Academy of Art
Florence, Italy
florenceacademyofart.com
shuptrinesgallery.com
September 12–16

designs and displayed in a

panel, accented with sgraffito
hand-carved, gold leaf frame,
28 x 21 1/2 in.

The Tennessee-based artist Alan Shuptrine is
renowned for his realist scenes in watercolors
and oils, and also for gold leaf, water-gilded
panels set in custom-designed, hand-carved
frames. (A superb example of the latter is
illustrated here.)
This September, Shuptrine will share
his expertise in water gilding by offering a
five-day workshop at the Florence Academy of Art, a leading center for the study of
contemporary realism as it is informed by
master-works of the past. This program is
open for registration not only to the academy’s regular students, but to anyone else
interested in learning this seldom-discussed
technique.
Of course, Florence’s museums and
churches are filled with some of the world’s
most artful gilding, one reason Shuptrine
will guide workshop participants through
the Uffizi Gallery, calling their attention to
various techniques used by the Old Masters.
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On view at the Florence Academy at the
same time will be A Gilded Age, an exhibition of pieces created by Shuptrine, many
etched using the centuries-old technique of
sgraffito.
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